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ABSTRACT 
CR-39 is a nuclear track detector commonly used for dosage badges but also for radon measurements. When 

exposed to small, charged particles like protons and alpha particles, a physical impact is made on the surface 

of the CR-39 which can be enlarged through chemical etching, making the impacts (‘tracks’) visible using an 

optical microscope. These tracks have different sizes for different particles, allowing them to be 

distinguished. 

These CR-39’s were placed on the inside of a fusor. The fusor is a metal sphere kept at a near-vacuum that 

uses a large potential difference between the inner wall and a grid at the centre to ionize and accelerate gas 

particles, allowing for fusion to happen at the centre.  

The aim of this research was to check the performance of CR-39’s for D-D fusion and, upon success, consider 

the possibility of p-B fusion in the fusor. The D-D measurements can be compared to the Studsvik neutron 

detector present on the outside of the fusor. Success in measuring p-B fusion would mean it is possible to 

experiment with p-B fusion using a fusor, which would open up new research to look further into p-B fusion. 

This would not be possible without the use of CR-39’s, as the p-B reaction produces (virtually) no neutrons. 

However, it proved to be difficult to accurately measure even D-D fusion. Because p-B fusion requires 

roughly ten times as much power to produce the same amount of fusion as with the D-D reactions, p-B 

measurements had to be set aside the other goals to focus on the low amount of fusion detected with the 

CR-39’s. The main problem is a yellow layer that formed whenever the plasma was active. This layer is 

thought to be caused by impurities in the fusor, such as metal fragments and vapour, which would condense 

onto the CR-39 during fusor operation. Additionally, the fusor was often exposed to outside air due to the 

measuring procedure. This yellow layer shielded most of the particles, as it prevented the etchant from 

etching to the surface of the CR-39’s. 

An average track diameter of 48 ± 15 μm was found. This does not agree with literary values, but it does 

coincide with the findings of an earlier project done on the same topic half a year ago. No explanation for 

this was found.  
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2 INTRODUCTION 
Being able to measure the products of fusion is vital for understanding and regulating it. One way of doing 

this is through the use of solid state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD’s). When exposed to nuclear radiation, 

SSNTD’s are damaged on the surface due to the impact of the incident particles. These tracks can be etched, 

as the damaged tracks etch away faster than the bulk material. Doing that makes the tracks large enough to 

be visible using a simple optical microscope. 

One such SSNTD is the CR-39 track detector, which is widely used in dosage badges and for radon 

measurements. The advantages of CR-39 are that it’s relatively cheap and that it reacts differently to 

different particles and to the same particle at different energies. This latter fact can be exploited to 

distinguish fusion reaction products and can be used to verify the ratio of the various reaction products. 

The aim of this research is to see if the reaction products of the D-D fusion reaction can be measured both 

qualitatively and quantitatively in a fusor, following up on previous research done at the TU/e with the same 

goals [1]. A fusor is essentially a sphere kept at near-vacuum pressure levels with a large potential difference 

in the order of kV. This potential difference ionizes the gas inside, causing particles to oscillate around the 

centre. When two such particles ‘collide’ at the centre, fusion occurs.  

Knowledge of the quantitative accuracy of CR-39’s is then to be applied to p-B fusion in the same fusor, using 

a boron-heavy target at the centre and filling the fusor with hydrogen. p-B fusion reaction produces 

(virtually) no neutrons and thus cannot be measured using a conventional neutron detector. Upon success, 

this would allow for a way to study the behaviour of p-B fusion, as the fusor itself makes for a relatively easy 

way of achieving fusion, leaving the door open for follow-up research. 
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3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

3.1 FUSION REACTIONS 
Nuclear fusion is the process of two nuclei coming close enough to one another at such an energy that they 

fuse together, releasing a large amount of energy in the process. In this case, the D-D and p-B fusion 

reactions are considered. The former can happen in two ways, both occurring 50% of the time: 

𝐷1
2 + 𝐷1

2 → 𝑝 (3.02 𝑀𝑒𝑉) + 𝑇1
3  (1.01 𝑀𝑒𝑉) 

𝐷1
2 + 𝐷1

2 → 𝑛 (2.45 𝑀𝑒𝑉) + 𝐻𝑒2
3  (0.82 𝑀𝑒𝑉) 

 

The p-B fusion reaction is as follows: 

𝐵5
11 + 𝑝 → 3 𝐻𝑒2

4  (8.7 𝑀𝑒𝑉 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙) 

It should be noted these reactions feature only the nuclei, the charges are neglected for simplicity. As such, 

the helium-4 nuclei produced in () are alpha particles. Furthermore, the latter reaction only occurs for 𝐵5
11 . 

Roughly 80% of boron in nature is 𝐵5
11 ; the remainder is made up of 𝐵5

10 , which does not undergo this 

reaction. 

3.2 FUSOR 
To achieve these fusion reactions, the fusor at the TU/e is used. The principle behind the fusor is to create a 

potential difference of up to 100 kV between the centre and the edge of a sphere. This sphere is kept at a 

near-vacuum in the range of 0.10 to 1.00 Pascal. The potential difference causes the gas particles to ionize 

and in turn, accelerate towards the centre. If they do not collide with another particle, the particle will 

‘overshoot’ and repeat the process of decelerating and accelerating  until it collides with a particle near the 

centre. The energies involved are sufficient for fusion reactions to take place, due to the cross sections 

involved being sufficiently large.  

 

The cross section for fusion is a measure for the probability a certain fusion reaction occurs, and as such, it is 

typically desirable to maximise this value. The cross section varies as a function of energy. The energy of the 

particles undergoing fusion is directly and linearly dependant on the potential difference: the energy 

increases by 1 eV for each volt of an ion with charge ±1, as is the case in the relevant fusion reactions, 

allowing for fusion to occur when potential differences in the kV range are applied, as can be seen below. 

 
Figure 1: Cross section in barns as a function of energy. Taken from [2] 
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As can be seen in figure (1), D-D fusion peaks around 1 MeV in energy, whereas p-B fusion peaks at 120 and 

600 keV. In practical terms, this means that the higher the voltage, the more fusion takes place for both 

reactions, as the voltage at the fusor is capped at 100 kV, which means that individual particles will never 

reach over 100 keV. 

For D-D fusion, the gas in the fusor is deuterium, whereas hydrogen (H2) is used for p-B fusion. For p-B 

fusion, a boron-heavy lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) target is to be put at the centre of the fusor. 

 

The fusor also is mounted with an ion source, located on a flange on a 90° angle to flange of the CR-39’s 

which shoots ions in a straight directory at the centre. The ion source allows plasmas to operate at lower 

pressures and voltages than is normally possible. This ion source was turned on for one detector, due to 

another student doing D-D measurements at the time. 

3.3 PHYSICS BEHIND SSNTD’S 

3.3.1 Track diameter and etching 
SSNTD’s like CR-39 are solid materials for which the physical impact caused by nuclear radiation can be 

visualised through chemical etching. This is due to the fact that the damaged parts, or ‘tracks’, of a SSNTD 

etch at a faster rate than the bulk of the material does: this property can be exploited to allow impacts from 

nuclear radiation (in the order of Angströms) to be visible with an optical microscope (in the order of 

micrometres). The resulting tracks give information about the type of particle and its energy.  

Perhaps the largest upside of this method is that SSNTD’s have a 100% efficiency for charged particles in the 

MeV range [3]. This makes them excellent candidates for dose measurements, where they are typically used. 

It should be noted that this efficiency is only true when there is no overlap among tracks: the etching 

process can cause two tracks to appear as one, especially when there are a lot of tracks. For this reason, a 

CR-39 detector should not contain more than 105 particles/cm2 [4].  
 

 
Figure 2: Microscope image of CR-39 tracks with a fluence of 1.8 105 particles/cm2. Image taken from [4]. 
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The efficiency for neutrons, which lack charge, is (1.1±0.2) 10-4 [5]. This is due to the fact that neutrons can 

pass through the material, as goes for β- and γ-radiation. This is especially true for fast neutrons, such as 

those produced through D-D fusion (2.45 MeV), where neutrons are produced at an energy of 2.45 MeV. The 

CR-39 used is thin enough (as the detectors are only about 1.5 mm thick) to safely neglect the neutron flux 

on the particles due to this very low efficiency. 

The detectors with the tracks are etched using a 7.9 M NaOH solution at 80°C for 6 hours. The molarity used 

is erroneous. A molarity of 6 M was intended to be used, but instead a 7.9 M was used in every instance due 

to a calculation error (see appendix). Nevertheless, this combination of molarity, duration and temperature 

allows for extrapolation of the literature [6]. This higher molarity is still well within the working range of CR-

39’s [6]. 

 

3.3.2 Degradation in time 

One interesting property of CR-39 is that it degrades over time. It has been shown [7] that this is due to 

degradation of the plastic itself rather than incident tracks. Research has been done [8] on the effect of aging 

for alpha particles; it is assumed the correlation is similar for other particles. The physical mechanism behind 

this is thought to be either annealing (due to temperature differences) [9] or oxidation [7]. There is no 

evidence suggesting this has any bearing on its efficiency, however; only the diameter degrades. 

 
Figure 3: Track diameter of alpha particles (etched in 6M 80°C NaOH for 6 hours) as a function of time. 

This can make it difficult to compare results given by literature, as the age of the detectors is rarely 

mentioned. The CR-39’s used in this project were roughly half a year old. It is assumed this effect is negligible 

because most of the initial degradation (the difference in the first two data points) occurs within the first 

three weeks after manufacture [8]. 

 

3.3.3 Track information 

As mentioned earlier, the tracks give information about the type of particle. There are three types of 

information that can be extracted from the tracks: their size (or diameter), their eccentricity and their 

brightness. Additionally, it has been shown that different particles show different diameters based on the 

duration of the etching operation [10] [11] as well as the molarity [6] and temperature [8] of the etchant 

used, typically NaOH or KOH. 

The eccentricity can safely be ignored, as the reason tracks are elliptical is due to an non-perpendicular angle 

of incidence. In the case of the fusor, which is a sphere, the particles will always collide with the CR-39 

perpendicularly. This is because the fusion inside the fusor only happens at the very centre of the sphere, 

causing the particles to hit the wall of the sphere, where the CR-39 is located, perpendicularly. 
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In the case where there are multiple different particles, as in the case of D-D fusion products, the brightness, 

or greyscale value, can be used to further discriminate particles rather than just on particle size, as seen in 

[12]. Taking brightness into account is necessary if one wants to achieve a higher degree of accuracy in 

determining the nature of a particle, as there is overlap in the diameters of D-D fusion products. The 

greyscale is not used here because it has been shown previously [1] that the grayscale does not allow for 

distinction of D-D fusion products: it is better suited for energy measurements of only one type of particle 

[12]. This can be alleviated by using several filters (such as a thin sheet of aluminium) to measure different 

energies, but that is outside the scope of this research, due to the fact that using such a filter also effects the 

efficiency of the detector. Furthermore, it would lessen the track diameters, which are both more accurately 

measurable and better comparable to literary values when they are larger. In the latter case, this is because 

the comparisons for track diameters (as seen in the next section) do not use a filter either. 

 

3.4 CALIBRATION CURVES FROM LITERATURE 

3.4.1 Calibration curves for alpha particles 
 

Plenty of research [7] [8] [10] has been done on the response of CR-39 and similar SSNTD’s to the response 

to small charges particles. This previous work can be used to give an expected value for the response of the 

different particles we expect to see. 

 

 

    

 
Figure 4: Mean proton track diameter as a function of energy for different etching times. The etchant used was 6M NaOH at 80*C. 
Image taken from [8]. 

 

Figure 5: Mean proton track diameter as a function of energy for different temperatures. The etchant used was 6M NaOH for 6 hours. 
Image taken from [8]. 
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These figures give us an expectation value for the track diameters. Together with [6], this gives us a value of 

12±5 μm. The uncertainty is due to this being an extrapolation.  

 
Figure 6:Track diameters for different light particles as a function of energy. The etchant used was 6.25M NaOH at 70°C for 8 hours. 
Image taken from [13]. 

For the purposes of this project, figure (6) gives an indication of particle spread. Note that protons are 

undetectable in this particular setup, as the relevant range of around of 3 MeV (the energy of  

D-D protons) is indistinguishable from noise due to the low temperature used.  

 
Figure 7: Frequency of different track diameters for D-D fusion products. The etchant used was 6M NaOH at 70°C for 7 hours. Image 
taken from [14]. 

Figure (7) gives an indication of the spread in track diameters for the different D-D products. In the cited 

source, no attempt was made to distinguish between the visible peaks, but it seems reasonable to assume 

the peaks are, respectively, protons, tritons and He-3 tracks due to figure (5). 

Comparing this to figure (6), tritium tracks closely resemble the deuterium tracks, and similarly He-3 tracks 

fall in between the diameters of deuterium and alpha tracks. Alpha particles released through p-B fusion 

occur at 2.9 MeV, meaning that they should produce significantly larger tracks than D-D fusion products 

(including He-3). 
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3.5 CALCULATION OF TOTAL COUNTS 

3.5.1 CR-39 and Studsvik neutron detector counts 
Rather than trying to distinguish between different particles, the amount of fusion occurring can also be 

measured by counting the amount of tracks. The efficiency η1 of CR-39’s is 100% within reasonable margin 

[15]. This is valid until roughly 105 particles per cm2. At larger fluences, track overlap becomes significant [4].  

Assuming that the neutron flux is negligible and that the other particles are spread evenly, there are 1.5 

tracks per fusion reaction occurring. Combining this with the fraction of the volume, the total fusion rate, 

e.g. the total amount of fusion reactions, follows from: 

               𝑅𝐹𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐶1
2

3𝜂1

𝐴𝐹𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑟

𝐴𝐶𝑅−39
                 (1) 

where C1 is the number of counts measured on the surface of the CR-39’s. AFusor follows from  

𝐴𝐹𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑟 = 4𝜋𝑅𝐹𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑟
2  

Where RFusor is taken to be 30±2 cm. 

This value can be compared with the Studvik neutron detector, which uses a similar calculation. The Studvik 

will give 0.5 counts per fusion reaction, as only one of the two outcomes D-D reactions results in neutron 

production. The efficiency of the Studsvik neutron counter η2 for the given energy range is 0.45±0.02 [16]. 

This gives us: 

              𝑅𝐹𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐶2
2

𝜂2

𝐴𝐹𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑟

𝐴𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑣𝑖𝑘
                (2) 

  

where 𝐴𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑠𝑣𝑖𝑘 ≈ 19.05 𝑐𝑚2(see appendix). It should be noted that the counts of the Studsvik detector 

were not used directly. The Studsvik detector can suffer from sudden surges in counts, usually due to 

instabilities or discharges in the plasma. These surges were manually filtered out, lowering the uncertainty. 

 

3.5.2 Radon counts for background measurement 

The time a CR-39 detector has been exposed to alpha particles from radon decay can be estimated in a 

similar way, using the ratio of the detector area to the area of air. It is assumed radon decay products scatter 

randomly in all directions. For 1 m3 of air, this ‘area of air’ is given by 

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑟 = 4𝜋𝑅2 ≈ 4.8305 𝑚2 

where R is the solution of 
4

3
𝜋𝑅3 = 1. The time a CR-39 detector is equal to the product of time and the 

fraction of the area of the CR-39 and radioactivity per (typically measured in Bq/m3). In formula form, this 

turns into 

𝐶 = 𝑄𝑡
𝐴𝐶𝑅−39

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑟
 

or, for the time t, 

              𝑡 =
𝐶

𝑄

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑟

𝐴𝐶𝑅−39
                            (3) 

where C is the amount of counts measured on the area of the CR-39 and Q is the radioactivity of the air to 

radon decay given in Bq/m3. 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The CR-39 detectors are placed on the inside of the fusor. Due to the fusor being spherical in shape, the 

incident particles are perpendicular to the wall and thus the detectors; this is why the grooves in the CR-39 

will be circular in shape rather than elliptical. The fusor allows us to set the pressure, current and voltage at 

their desired values, allowing one to fine-tune a suitable plasma. Initially, the pressure was set at 0.18 Pa, 40 

kV and 30 to 50 mA, but this was changed to 0.25 Pa, 30 kV and 30 mA as this proved to be a more stable 

plasma. 

 

 After each measurement, the fusor is filled with gas and then opened manually to take out the CR-39 

detector and put a new one inside. Due to the fact the fusor has to be filled with gas and made vacuum 

again afterwards, a single measurement takes at least an hour and a half. It should be noted, however, that 

if two consecutive measurements are done without pause, the vacuum is yet suboptimal. In practise, one or 

two measurements were done per day. 

 

The detectors with the tracks are then etched using a 7.9 M NaOH solution at 80°C for 6 hours. The molarity 

used is erroneous. A molarity of 6 M was to be used, but instead a 7.9 M was used in every instance due to a 

calculation error. Nevertheless, this combination of molarity, duration and temperature allows for 

extrapolation of the literature [6]. From this source, it is taken that the increase in track diameter, compared 

to 6.25 M NaOH etching at the same temperature and time, is 15±5 μm.  

Etching also prevents the relevant data from blending in with background noise caused by impurities in the 

plastic. When etching, it is important to make sure that the surface area of the CR-39 is always directly 

exposed to the etchant. 

 

A Suproda Digital Viewer II USB microscope is used to analyse the tracks after etching. Manual counting was 

used to count the number and diameters of the tracks. Pictures of the detectors were taken at 230x 

magnification. Due to the CR-39’s being 2x2 cm in size, 20 to 40 pictures are taken at this magnification of 

the central area. The resolution of the microscope is 1600x1200 pixels with a pixel width of 1.2 μm, giving us 

a total area of 2.76*10-6 m-2 per image, or 5.53*10-5 m-2 in total in the case of 20 pictures. Note that not the 

entirety of the detector surface is taken into account this way: the area in the centre is used. 

Using formula (1), the total fusion rate from the CR-39’s can be compared to the result of the Studsvik 

neutron detector (formula (2)).  
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5 RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

5.1 QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT 
As explained in the theory section, the properties of an SSNTD like CR-39 make it so that different particles 

can be distinguished. However, this idea had to quickly be dropped in practise because of several factors. 

The first of these is that the difference in diameter is smaller than the measured uncertainty (see the table in 

the next section). Effort was focused on the quantitative part instead. 

This is largely because the microscope that was used was a simple optical microscope. One pixel has a size of 

1.2x1.2 μm at the maximum enlargement of 230x, which is too large to be able to accurately distinguish 

between the different fusion products. Due to time restraints, effort was focused on the quantitative 

section, as getting the detectors to detect any tracks at all proved to be problematic. 

 

5.2 QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS 
The first set of detectors did not take the Studsvik neutron detector into account and were purely for testing 

the right settings for both the plasma and the etching process. The gas used was always deuterium, hence D-

D fusion took place. 

Note that in this section, the detectors are referred to by the number engraved on them for simplicity. 

 
Figure 8: A typical microscope image of CR-39 detector 45 

From the microscope images, two different sizes of tracks are visible. The larger tracks have a diameter of 

59±12 μm, whereas the smaller tracks are 10±5 μm.  

 

 

The next set of CR-39’s were exposed to D-D fusion products and then compared to the neutron count from 

the Studsvik 2002-B detector which is attached directly on the outside of the fusor. A brief look at the two 

possible D-D fusion reactions shows that there should be exactly three times as many tracks on the CR-39 

per neutron count from the Studsvik detector per unit of area. 

Due to human error, the neutron detectors were switched off for detectors 48, 53 and 54. The Studsvik 

counts listed for these are estimates based on the plasmas used, hence the large uncertainty. 
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For reasons listed in the next section, the time the detectors were exposed to a plasma are included in this 

table. 

And finally, only one value for the track diameter is given, as the uncertainties were too large to allow for 

distinctions between the relevant particles, as mentioned previously. Because of this, part of the large 

uncertainties is due to the lack of distinction. 

 

Detector Track 
diameter 
(μm) 

Tracks per 
microscope 
image 

Studsvik 
detector 
neutron 
counts 
(*101 counts) 

Fusion rate 
for  
CR-39 using 
formula (1) 
(*105 counts) 

Fusion rate 
for Studsvik 
using 
formula (2) 
(*105 counts) 

Plasma 
exposure 
time (s) 

36* 41 ± 9 0.20 ± 0.02 0 0.71 ± 0.12 0 0 

48 30 ± 5 0.85 ± 0.15 4 ± 1 2.41 ± 0.53 1.1 ± 0.3 15 

54 55 ± 13 1.6 ± 0.4 15 ± 3 4.6 ± 1.2 4.0 ± 1.0 50 

53** 35 ± 12 0.15 ± 0.05 12 ± 6 0.43 ± 0.15 3.2 ± 1.6 55 

46 56 ± 13 1.2 ± 0.9 92 ± 1 3.4 ± 2.5 24.4 ± 3.5 390 

62 59 ± 24 58 ± 10 240 ± 3 164 ± 36 63.3 ± 9.0 690 

63 57 ± 19 0.15 ± 0.10 507 ± 2 0.43 ± 0.29 134 ± 1.9 1360 

 

*: Detector 36 was directly etched after taking off its protective foil. It was never put in the fusor. Besides 

the few larger tracks, this detector showed a relatively large amount of smaller tracks (3.5 ± 1.5 particles per 

image). These tracks had a diameter of 17 ± 4 μm. 

**: Detector 53 was subject to a highly unstable plasma, resulting in a large uncertainty for Studsvik 

 

Put together, the average track diameter is 48 ± 15 μm. This average is not weighed, as it would otherwise 

favour detector 62 far too much. 

 

Additionally, one detector was already on the fusor at the time this project started. This detector was also 

etched under the same circumstances to verify which tracks came from small, charged particles, e.g. D-D 

fusion reaction products. This was done because the tracks visible from this detector were caused by alpha 

particles, as a result of the decay process of radon, of which trace amounts occur in air. 

 
Figure 9: CR-39 detector 26, exposed to air for roughly 6 months. 
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Figure 8a: Fusion rate comparison. Figure 10b: Fusion rate comparison. The last two data points are left out for 
visibility. 

The alpha particles originating from radon decay have an energy of 5.6 MeV [17]. As seen in figure (6), the 

diameter of alpha tracks is about 14.0±0.5 μm for etchant settings that result in lower tracks than the 

etchant used in this project. The measured tracks in figure (9) have a diameter of 9±2 μm, making it unlikely 

that these tracks stem from radon decay. Due to their distinctiveness, they cannot be ruled out as noise 

either. As such, these are thought to be backscattered neutrons, but no further investigation was done on 

this result. 

 

5.3 DISCUSSION 
It is clear that the tracks from the CR-39’s result in a much lower fusion rate than the Studsvik detector in all 

cases except for detector 46. Considering the legitimacy of the Studsvik detector, either the CR-39’s failed to 

produce tracks as a result of being irradiated, or there are outside factors at play. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In figures (8a) and (8b), the fusion rate for both detectors are compared. Leaving out the final two data 

points, the one-to-one comparison shows that two data points still fall completely out of line with 

expectations. All CR-39’s share a high uncertainty in the amount of tracks. The reasoning behind eliminating 

the final two measurements is explained below. 

One detector in particular shows a far too high fusion rate for the Studsvik detector. This detector, number 

46, was exposed to a highly unstable plasma where breakdown of the plasma occurred several time, causing 

the abnormally large uncertainty in the Studsvik fusion rate. This is due to other D-D experiments being done 

while this detector was in the plasma. The uncertainty in the amount of CR-39 tracks is due to the 

concentration of tracks on this detector. It was found that the majority of the tracks on this detector 

occurred together, leaving large amounts of the detector with virtually no tracks. This is unexpected, as the 

track should be spread uniformly on the detector, but this is evidently not the case for these detectors. 

Detector 48, on the other hand, shows twice as many tracks as the Studsvik measurement would suggest. 

Similarly to detector 46, this detector showed large areas without tracks: the majority of the tracks seemed 

to be fairly concentrated. 
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Figure 9a: Typical 'high-concentration’ image of detector 46, 
accounting for about 20% of the microscope images 

Figure 11b: Typical 'low-concentration' image of detector 46, 
accounting for about 80% of the microscope images 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the case of detector 48, a possible explanation can lie in the fact the ion source was used in the other 

fusion experiment. The idea is that the ion source would change the normally axially symmetric nature of the 

plasma, creating certain preferential directions for the D-D fusion products to shoot off to. These areas 

would then be the ‘high-concentration’ areas. 

However, the ion source was not on for detector 46. Rather, detector 46 was covered in a thin yellow layer 

that let loose after etching. This is elaborated on below. 

 

5.3.1 Yellow layer 

The main cause for this discrepancy of the final two data points seem to be the yellow layer that was present 

for most CR-39’s after irradiation, though this is merely conjecture. It was observed that this yellow layer 

seemed to grow more intense as well as darker when exposed to a plasma for longer periods of time; not 

necessarily fusion. Further speculation suggests that the layer is made up of a combination of metal, 

hydrogen and water present in the fusor. The plasma cause these to be released from the inner surface of 

the fusor and also the central grid in the case of metal. The reasoning behind this is that the fusor needs to 

be opened every time a measurement is to be made. Many measurements were done immediately after the 

fusor was made vacuum; it is likely that, due to being recently opened, there was always a significant 

amount of vapour present in the fusor. 

 
Figure 12: Image of several detectors before etching. From left to right, the detectors were exposed to the plasma for increasingly 
long periods of time. The leftmost detector wasn't put inside the fusor at all. 
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It is thought that this yellow layer effectively shielded the detectors from the fusion products. This has two 

effects: it decreases the energy of any incident particle travelling through it and, more significantly, it stops 

the etchant from etching away at the surface of the CR-39. It is thought this latter effect was more 

cumbersome, as the layer is less than 10 μm thick, as measured with a vernier caliper before the detectors 

were etched. 

The yellow layer could not be measured after etching. This is because the yellow layer dissolved and came 

loose, either completely or partially, during the etching process in all but one case (the rightmost detector of 

Figure 5). Note that the layer was adhesive enough not to be removed through other means; it only came 

loose upon etching (which is no surprise, considering that a 7.9M NaOH solution was used). 

 

Detector 62 proved to be a particularly interesting case. This detector seemed to be the tipping point 

between being exposed to the plasma for long enough to have a significant amount of tracks, but also short 

enough as to not develop a thick yellow layer.  

 
Figure 13: Microscope image of detector 62 at the boundary of the yellow layer 

 

Shown in figure 6 is the boundary of the yellow layer and the CR-39 itself. Near the edge of the CR-39, the 

yellow layer was easily removed near the edge by wiping it clean (as was the case for most detectors). Four 

different areas seem to be present on detectors due to the presence of the yellow layer, three of which can 

be seen in figure 6. These four areas were present everyone on the edge of the yellow layer. Firstly, the 

rightmost area on the figure is largely covered by the layer, but the etchant did dissolve it specifically on 

places where tracks also occur. This seems to be due to local differences in the thickness (and potentially 

chemical make-up) of the layer, allowing the etchant to etch away at the thinner parts. One possible 

explanation as to why tracks occur in these holes in the layer is given below. 
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Figure 14: Schematic representation explaining the track formation within the yellow layer 

Tracks are first formed, unaffected by the possible presence of a yellow layer. The yellow layer can grow on 

top of the track in either of two ways. The more simple case would be that the yellow layer grows 

completely uniformly on top of the track. This scenario, as shown in the figure, would explain why the tracks 

are still etched, as there still is a ‘damage’ on the surface of the detector. Since the yellow layer dissolves 

more readily than the CR-39 itself, the etchant quickly reaches the actual surface of the CR-39, after which it 

continues to etch it normally. This would also explain why the diameter of these holes in the layer are similar 

if not identical to the track diameters. 

However, it is possible that the tracks of the CR-39 are too small to significantly change the formation of the 

yellow layer, or perhaps the yellow layer does not form uniformly. In this scenario, there would be areas in 

the yellow layer that are more thin than others. This difference in thickness would then result in the same 

case as mentioned before, where the etchant quickly etches through this less thick, ‘damaged’ part of the 

yellow layer. However, this scenario does not explain why there would be tracks underneath at all. The 

explanation for this is that detector 62 was exposed to the plasma long enough to cause significant overlap 

between tracks. Without formation of the yellow layer, there would be so many tracks that the limit of 105 

particles per cm2, as mentioned in the theory section, would be passed.  

 

Evidence for this lies in the second area: the central area in figure 11, where the yellow layer has come 

loose. In this area, a large amount of tracks can be seen with significant overlap. It is likely that the track 

density would be higher without the presence of the yellow layer, as the layer was on top of this area during 

the etching period: the layer only came loose after etching, where it could be rubbed off partially. 

 

The third area is the leftmost area in figure 11. Here, there are practically no tracks to be found. It is thought 

that this area hosted a relatively thick yellow layer, but due to the layer being relatively thin in the second 

area as mentioned above, the yellow layer here came loose as well after etching. This means that the 

etchant could not etch through the layer here, causing there to be virtually no visible tracks. 
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Figure 15: On the right, the empty area just beyond the boundary with the yellow layer can be seen. To the left is the fourth area, 
showing small tracks 

Finally, the fourth area is shown in figure 13. Relatively far away from the yellow layer, tiny tracks can be 

seen in large amounts. These can only be background noise, as their diameter is too small to have their 

origin in a D-D fusion product. While the explanation here is simple, it does raise questions as to why the 

third layer described before is as devoid of any tracks as it is. Additional evidence for this being noise, rather 

than proper tracks, is provided below. 

 
Figure 16: Image of detector 61, which wasn't etched. The microscope filters based on colour, which is why the yellow layer isn't 
visible as such on this image. 

 

The surface of unetched detectors with a yellow layer on them have similar tracks to the fourth area 

mentioned earlier, which strongly suggests both are noise. 

 

Another cause may lie in the plasma. Considering how the yellow layer is an issue due to, essentially, the 

fusor being dirty on the inside, it does not seem unreasonable to think that the plasma is effected by this as 

well. In other words, less fusion takes place as a result of the same things that cause the formation of the 

yellow layer. 
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5.3.2 Track diameters 

Even when taking into account the high molarity of 7.9, the track diameters are far higher than what can be 

found in literature. The only source these diameters seem to be consistent with is [1]. This source was a 

project on the same fusor done about half a year before this one. In it, tracks diameters appeared in the 

ranges of 30-40 μm, with large uncertainties in them not unlike the uncertainties present in this project. It 

seems plausible that the larger tracks found here, typically around 50-60 μm, are a result of the higher 

molarity used, but otherwise the track diameters found are consistent (the other etching parameters were 

the same). 

Though it cannot be proven, there is one possible explanation for this. The discrepancies in track diameters 

between these two projects suggest that there is a systematic error somewhere, as both projects worked 

under similar circumstances. Based on the issues with the yellow layer, the most probable explanation is that 

the D-D fusion products are slowed down by the yellow layer upon impact. This, however, seems unlikely 

due to the yellow layer being less than 10 μm. 

 

As can be seen in figure (6), track diameters tend to peak around relatively low energies of 0.5-0.9 for 

protons and deuterons. If this theory is true, it would explain why the measured track diameters are 

significantly larger, as they might fall in the energy range resulting in the highest track diameter. 

The blank detector (number 36) showed a relatively large amount of smaller tracks, which were 

distinguishable from the other tracks, of 17 ± 4 μm. These are thought to be alpha particles, stemming from 

radon decay: comparing to figure (6) shows that alpha particles originating from radon produce tracks of 

about 14 μm with the etchant used. Formula (3) allows us to estimate the amount of effective time the 

detector was exposed to air. The detector was only exposed to air on the fourth floor of the Flux building 

and the shortest route to the chemistry lab at the first floor of the Cascade building at the TU/e. For this 

reason, the exposure air (and thus to radon) is estimated to be 100 Bq/m3 [18]. Formula (3) gives us an 

exposure time of 18±7 hours. The uncertainty stems from the fact the smaller tracks in detector 36 were 

poorly visible and difficult to distinguish (see appendix). This result is far more than the time the detector 

was exposed to air, which is estimated to have been 25 ± 5 minutes, all but ruling out this possibility. 

5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Unfortunately, it proved to be impossible to fulfil the aims of this project within the allocated timeframe. 

Since it is the author’s opinion that the goals of this project are definitely achievable, several 

recommendations for follow-up research are suggested. 

 

First and foremost, to thoroughly clean everything on the inside of the fusor. Should it prove necessary, this 

is not restricted to the actual sphere itself, but can also include the gas pipeline, as it is directly connected to 

the fusor. This also means that the grid, and the quartz tube that was connected to it, should be checked. It 

is possible that the grid is the perpetrator behind the yellow layer. Different materials or coatings for the grid 

might result in the fusor staying clean for a longer or even indefinitely long amount of time. Analysing 

detectors with a yellow layer could reveal what it consists of, which would ascertain what the cause of the 

problems is. 

 

One additional advantage of cleaning the fusor is that it’s very easy to check if that was indeed the cause of 

the aforementioned problems: both the CR-39 response as well as the (live) neutron count from the Studsvik 

detectors should improve if the fusor being dirty is the main culprit. 
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Furthermore, it must be said that the procedure for taking measurements, as explained in the method 

section, is rather tedious. This is mainly due to the fact that the fusor has to be filled with gas, opened, 

closed, and made vacuum again every single time a measurement is to be done. This process could be sped 

up dramatically if a vacuum valve would be installed at at least one of the flanges on the fusor, along with a 

smaller vacuum pump. A vacuum valve would make it so that you wouldn’t have to fill up (nor open up) the 

entirety of the fusor for each measurement, making it much more manageable to do more than one or two 

measurements per day. Additionally, this would drastically reduce the amount of vapour and air the fusor 

would be exposed to, as the fusor would no longer have to ever be exposed to the outside air (or at least, at 

a much lower frequency). 

 

As mentioned previously, the microscope used was a rather simple optical microscope. While it proved 

sufficient to show the existence of tracks, its resolution was too low to accurately determine which track 

could have been caused by what particle. It is strongly advised to either use a better optical microscope, 

switch to an electron microscope or even use AFM. 

 

As mentioned in the theory section, filters (such as thin aluminium sheets) could be placed in front of the CR-

39’s. This would make it more feasible to use brightness as a characteristic to distinguish particle. It also has 

the added benefit of shielding the detector from the yellow layer, should that problem remain unsolved. 

 

One final minor point is to add a cumulative neutron count to the fusor GUI. This would make it easier to 

produce as much fusion as is desired: currently, one has to look at how many counts per second occur, and 

then guess how long the measurement should last to arrive at a desired neutron count (and thus fusion 

rate).  
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6 CONCLUSION 
All in all, CR-39 is deemed to be applicable for measuring the reaction products of the D-D fusion reaction, 

though several hurdles need to be overcome to properly apply CR-39 to a fusor. For a myriad of reasons, it 

proved difficult to measure the fusion rate with sufficient accuracy. The longer a CR-39 detector was 

exposed to a plasma, the more grime formed on it, forming a yellow layer that shielded the detector from 

incident D-D reaction products. The yellow layer is thought to be made up of a combination of metal and 

vapour present in the fusor. The shielding is not perfect, however, which explains why there is still an 

increasing trend in fusion rate as the plasma is kept running for longer amounts of time. 

There were, however, two other detectors that did not agree with the predicted one-to-one fusion rate 

comparison. These detectors showed localised areas of counts, with almost no counts outside of these 

areas. No explanation for this was found. 

A track diameter of 48 ± 15 was found on average, which is in no way consistent with the consulted 

literature. The cause of this is ultimately unknown, but similarities in results between this project and [1] 

suggest that both were subject to systematic errors. It was not possible to make a distinction between 

different particles, largely due to the microscope used. 

The ultimate goal of applying CR-39’s for p-B fusion was never realized. Nevertheless, this goal is still 

deemed achievable if the problems surrounding this project are solved. This means that, most importantly, 

the fusor should be cleaned thoroughly and a vacuum valve should be installed, should research on applying 

p-B in a fusor be continued. 
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8 APPENDIX 

8.1 CALCULATION OF UNCERTAINTIES AND COUNTS 

8.1.1 CR-39’s 
Track diameters were measured using the software that came with the Digital Viewer II microscope. 

Due to the relatively large spread in track diameter, the inherent inaccuracy of this method is 

ignored; the uncertainties stem purely from statistics (68% interval). 

The uncertainties in the amount of tracks is taken from the amount of unclear tracks; several 

detectors had many dubious cases. A rather extreme example, detector 45, is given below. 

 

Figure 17: Uncertainty in determining tracks in detector 45 

The values are not based on any sort of statistics; they were estimated after manual counting of the 

tracks and given a broad margin. 

 

The uncertainty in the fusion rate follows from formula (1): 
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8.1.2 2002B Studsvik neutron detector counts 

AStudsvik follows from the manual for the detector [16]: 
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Figure 18: Studsvik 2202D neutron counter schematic 

The tube in the centre was measured to have an area of 19.1±0.3 cm2. 

Where η2 is taken to be 0.45±0.02 (also from the manual), the uncertainty in counts follows from: 
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8.2 MOLARITY 
The molarity used was faulty due to a simple calculation error: the added volume of the etchant, 

NaOH, in water was included in the calculation, causing a molarity of a factor 1.32 too high, making 

for a molarity of 7.9. 



Reflectie BEP project Jean-Paul van Woensel 

14-07-2017 

Het eerste dat mij opviel was dat ik erg alleen gelaten werd, in positieve zin. Het zelfstandig aan de 

slag gaan is mij goed bevallen. Aan de andere kant was ik daardoor zeker in het begin wel wat 

onzeker qua wat voor handelingen ik wel of niet kon (of mocht) doen, en ik denk dat ik toen meer 

vragen had moeten stellen, dan waren een aantal zaken (zoals het kunnen regelen van de druk en 

toegang tot de ruimtes bij de fusor) een stuk sneller en makkelijker gegaan. 

Ook kwam ik in het begin erachter dat er veel geregeld moet worden voordat ik mocht gaan meten. 

Ik heb heel veel tijd kwijtgeraakt aan het regelen van een inlichting van de stralingsdienst, een plek 

om de detectoren te etsen. Het was voor mij dan ook bijzonder onhandig dat Herman een week weg 

was, maar het ergens ook naïef aan mijn kant dat ik aannam dat Herman er altijd zou zijn (aangezien 

je niet alleen mag meten en Herman de enige is die met deuterium mag werken). 

Na een paar weken was ik vaak aanwezig bij de metingen van Arnoud en/of Mike. In eerste instantie 

om te controleren wat ze precies meten (gezien er eigenlijk ten aller tijde een CR-39 in de fusor zat), 

maar daarnaast omdat ik de fusor en de experimenten van de andere twee mij ook boeide. 

Werken met de fusor was het leukste aan het project; het gedoe er omheen, vooral het regelen van 

allerlei zaken, vond ik minder. Zeker in de laatste twee weken heb ik veel lopen stressen. 

Het grootste minpunt vind ik mijn experimentele aanpak. Ik heb meerdere stomme fouten gemaakt 

die makkelijk voorkomen hadden kunnen worden (hogere molariteit, neutronendetectors niet 

aanzetten en het niet meteen regelen van een betere microscoop). 

Daarbij komt ook dat ik had verwacht dat het project eenvoudiger zou zijn, gezien een BEP-student 

voor mij al hetzelfde gedaan had. Het bleek echter al snel dat dit fors tegenviel; als ik van tevoren 

meer rekening had gehouden met wat er allemaal fout zou kunnen gaan, was ik denk ik een stuk 

efficiënter geweest. 

Al met al heb ik veel geleerd, hoewel ik niet helemaal tevreden over mezelf ben. 
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